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ABSTRACT
The Surface Heat Budget of the Arctic Ocean (SHEBA) experiment produced 18 000 h of turbulence data
from the atmospheric surface layer over sea ice while the ice camp drifted for a year in the Beaufort Gyre.
Multiple sites instrumented during SHEBA suggest only two aerodynamic seasons over sea ice. In ‘‘winter’’
(October 1997 through 14 May 1998 and 15 September 1998 through the end of the SHEBA deployment in
early October 1998), the ice was compact and snow covered, and the snow was dry enough to drift and blow. In
‘‘summer’’ (15 May through 14 September 1998 in this dataset), the snow melted, and melt ponds and leads
appeared and covered as much as 40% of the surface with open water. This paper develops a bulk turbulent
flux algorithm to explain the winter data. This algorithm predicts the surface fluxes of momentum, and
sensible and latent heat from more readily measured or modeled quantities. A main result of the analysis is
that the roughness length for wind speed z0 does not depend on the friction velocity u* in the drifting snow
regime (u* $ 0.30 m s
21) but, rather, is constant in the SHEBA dataset at about 2.3 3 1024 m. Previous
analyses that found z0 to increase with u* during drifting snow may have suffered from fictitious correlation
because u* also appears in z0. The present analysis mitigates this fictitious correlation by plotting measured z0
against the corresponding u* computed from the bulk flux algorithm. Such plots, created with data from six
different SHEBA sites, show z0 to be independent of the bulk u* for 0.15, u*# 0.65 m s
21. This study also
evaluates the roughness lengths for temperature zT and humidity zQ, incorporates new profile stratification
corrections for stable stratification, addresses the singularities that often occur in iterative flux algorithms in
very light winds, and includes an extensive analysis of whether atmospheric stratification affects z0, zT, and zQ.
1. Introduction
The turbulent momentum flux from the atmosphere to
compact sea ice forces the ice to move and, in turn, drives
ocean currents. It also creates pressure ridges where the
ice converges, opens leads where the ice diverges, and
redistributes deposited snow through blowing and drift-
ing. The turbulent surface fluxes of sensible and latent
heat, in contrast, are typically secondary terms to the
radiative components in the surface energy budget of sea
ice (e.g., Jordan et al. 1999; Persson et al. 2002; Andreas
et al. 2004a; Huwald et al. 2005). Nevertheless, because
these turbulent heat fluxes couple the sea ice and the
near-surface atmosphere, they dictate the thermal struc-
ture of the lower atmosphere and thereby crucially in-
fluence the momentum flux.
One of the goals of our participation in the Surface
Heat Budget of the Arctic Ocean (SHEBA) experiment
was to develop a bulk flux algorithm—comparable in
style and simplicity to the Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere
Response Experiment (COARE) algorithm (Fairall et al.
1996, 2003)—to accurately predict the surface fluxes of
momentum and sensible and latent heat (Andreas et al.
1999). Here, we describe the bulk flux algorithm for
compact, snow-covered winter sea ice that we have de-
veloped. Andreas et al. (2003, 2004b) and Jordan et al.
(2003) have reported our preliminary work on this algo-
rithm. Brunke et al. (2006) offer an alternative bulk flux
algorithm based on the SHEBA dataset, but we believe
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some of their results reflect fictitious correlation rather
than real physics—an analysis problem that we address
here.
Our SHEBA observations ran for almost a year—
from late October 1997 through the end of September
1998. In terms of the turbulent exchange, the SHEBA
year separated into two seasons based strictly on aero-
dynamic considerations: winter and summer (Andreas
et al. 2003; cf. Brunke et al. 2006). ‘‘Winter’’ was the period
during SHEBA when the snow was dry enough and deep
enough to drift and blow. During ‘‘summer,’’ the snow at
SHEBA was too wet to move under wind forcing and
eventually melted and disappeared altogether. Winter
ran from the start of the experiment, October 1997,
through 14 May 1998, resumed on 15 September 1998,
and continued through the end of the measurement
period in late September. Summer ran from 15 May
through 14 September 1998. Here, we focus strictly on
the winter period, when the sea ice was compact and
covered with dry snow.
We base our bulk flux algorithm on Monin–Obukhov
similarity theory (e.g., Garratt 1992, 49–56). From the
SHEBA dataset, Grachev et al. (2007a,b) developed new
Monin–Obukhov similarity functions that specifically treat
the very stable stratification that we encountered during
the winter. We incorporate those into our flux algorithm.
Other essential features of a bulk flux algorithm are
modules that predict the roughness lengths for the wind
speed (z0), temperature (zT), and humidity (zQ) profiles.
In our preliminary work on this algorithm, we had spec-
ulated that drifting and blowing snow influenced z0; it
therefore increased with the friction velocity u*. Here,
however, we explain that this effect was likely fictitious
correlation caused by the need to use u* to compute z0.
For our current analysis, we plot z0 versus a u* value
derived from our bulk flux algorithm, an approach that
mitigates fictitious correlation. In these plots, z0 is con-
stant for u* values above 0.15 m s
21.
We also present plots of zT/z0 and zQ/z0 versus the
roughness Reynolds number R*5 u*z0/n, where n is the
kinematic viscosity of air. These plots generally follow
Andreas’s (1987) theoretical model; but, again, such
plots are prone to fictitious correlation. We circumvent
that problem by using the flux data to compute zT/z0 and
zQ/z0 but using our bulk flux algorithm to compute R*.
We also test z0, zT/z0, and zQ/z0 for the influence of
stratification. Both z0 and zQ/z0 seem independent of
stratification; the behavior of zT/z0 is less clear.
2. Bulk flux algorithm
Energy budget studies or atmospheric models with
snow as the lower boundary almost always estimate the
surface fluxes of momentum t, sensible heat Hs, and
latent heat HL from a bulk flux algorithm (e.g., Brun
et al. 1989; Jordan et al. 1999; Bintanja 2000; Lehning
et al. 2002; Briegleb et al. 2004). In our algorithm, the
relevant flux equations take the form































In these equations, u, w, u, and q are turbulent fluctua-
tions in longitudinal wind speed, vertical wind speed,
temperature, and specific humidity, respectively; the
overbar indicates a time average. Also, r is the air
density; cp is the specific heat of air at constant pressure;
Ly is the latent heat of sublimation; Sr is the effective
wind speed at reference height r; Qr and Qr are the po-
tential temperature and specific humidity at r, re-
spectively; and Qs and Qs are the temperature and
specific humidity at the snow surface. We evaluate Qs as
the saturation value at Qs. Equation (2.1a) also defines
the friction velocity u*, which we use henceforth as
a surrogate for surface stress.
The crux of any bulk flux algorithm is evaluating the
transfer coefficients for momentum, sensible heat, and
latent heat appropriate for height r—that is, CDr, CHr,
and CEr, respectively, in (2.1). These generally derive
from Monin–Obukhov similarity theory and formally









































In these equations, k (50.40) is the von Ka´rma´n con-
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Here, g is the acceleration of gravity; Q, Qy , and Q are
surface-layer averages of the air temperature, virtual
temperature, and specific humidity, respectively; and
wu
y
is the flux of virtual temperature.
For the stratification corrections cm and ch in (2.2), we
use the functions from Paulson (1970) in unstable (Un)
stratification and the functions from Grachev et al.
(2007a) in stable (St) stratification. These latter func-
tions are based on our SHEBA dataset and include
proper treatment of a heretofore unrecognized scaling
regime in very stable stratification.
The z0, zT, and zQ in (2.2) are the roughness lengths
for wind speed, temperature, and humidity, respectively.
Developing a new parameterization for z0 and testing
Andreas’s (1987) theoretical model for zT and zQ are the
main subjects of this paper.
Last, Sr in (2.1) is an effective mean wind speed. For
compatibility with the COARE algorithm (Fairall et al.
1996, 2003) and other recent flux algorithms (e.g., Andreas
et al. 2008), we acknowledge that in unstable stratifica-










Here, Ur is interpreted as the measured or modeled
magnitude of the mean wind vector at reference height r,
bg 5 1.25 (Fairall et al. 1996), and w* is Deardorff’s








where zi is the depth of the convective boundary layer.
We take zi as a constant, 600 m (Kahl 1990; Serreze et al.
1992; Bradley et al. 1993; Tjernstro¨m and Graversen
2009), because variability in it does not have much effect
on our calculations.
We adopt the suggestion by Jordan et al. (1999) that
a similar ‘‘windless’’ coefficient is necessary for stable








Here, both Ur and Sr are in meters per second. Equa-
tion (2.6) has some similarity with Mahrt’s (2008) recent
parameterization that includes a term to quantify meso-
scale meandering flow where we have the sech term.
In effect, both (2.4) and (2.6) prevent a singularity in
the bulk flux algorithm by making the transfer coefficients
well behaved in light winds (cf. Godfrey and Beljaars
1991; Fairall et al. 1996; Zeng et al. 1998; Andreas et al.
2008). If we use Ur instead of Sr, then the transfer co-
efficients must approach infinity to maintain finite fluxes
as Ur approaches zero. But as Ur increases from zero, the
Sr values calculated with either (2.4) or (2.6) quickly ap-
proach Ur for Arctic conditions. For instance, when Ur
reaches 2.2 m s21, Sr is already within 5% of Ur.
Because (2.1) and (2.2) are coupled through the
Obukhov length (2.3), they must be solved iteratively
using the mean measured or modeled conditions,
namely, Ur, Qr, Qr and Qs. Moreover, (2.4) and our al-
gorithms for z0, zT, and zQ also include u*, as we will
show. These equations must also be part of the iteration.
That iteration usually converges in 3–5 steps.
3. The SHEBA data
The SHEBA ice camp drifted approximately 2700 km
in the Beaufort Gyre between 2 October 1997 and
11 October 1998 (Uttal et al. 2002).
During our SHEBA deployment, we had one central
site in the SHEBA ice camp and, usually, four remote
sites that ranged in distance from 0.4 to 20 km from the
main camp. We serviced these remote sites about once
a week. Andreas et al. (1999, 2002, 2006), Persson et al.
(2002), Grachev et al. (2005, 2007a), and Brunke et al.
(2006) describe the instruments that our Atmospheric
Surface Flux Group (ASFG) deployed during SHEBA
and review our data processing. Persson et al. show
pictures of the instruments at our main site. Most of
these papers, however, discuss data only from our main
site. So far, the paper by Brunke et al. (2006) is the only
one to make extensive use of the turbulence data from
our remote sites. Here, we concentrate equally on data
from our main and remote sites.
The centerpiece of our site in the main SHEBA camp
was a 20-m tower instrumented at five levels with iden-
tical sonic anemometer/thermometers [K-type sonics
from Applied Technologies, Inc. (ATI)] and Vaisala
HMP235 temperature and humidity sensors. The tower
also held one Ophir hygrometer that was mounted at
8 m, near the sonic at that level.
Through eddy-covariance measurements using stan-
dard turbulence processing, as described in Persson et al.
(2002), Grachev et al. (2005, 2007a), and Andreas et al.
(2006), we measured t and Hs at each of the five tower
levels and HL at one level [Eq. (2.1)]. This latter was the
only direct, long-term measurement of latent heat flux
from SHEBA.
The sonics also provided the Ur at each level for use
in (2.4) and (2.6). The Vaisala HMP235s provided the
Qr and Qr needed in (2.1).
About 30 m from the ASFG tower was a full suite
of radiometers for measuring incoming and outgoing
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longwave and shortwave radiation, along with several ad-
ditional sensors for measuringQs (e.g., Claffey et al. 1999).
Generally, forQs we used the value implied by the emitted
(QL[) and incoming (QLY) longwave radiation measured




L[  (1 «)QLY]1/4. (3.1)
Here, « (50.99; Warren 1982; Dozier and Warren 1982;
Jordan et al. 1999) is the surface emissivity and s
(55.670 513 1028 W m22 K24) is the Stefan–Boltzmann
constant. See the SHEBA data archive (http://www.eol.
ucar.edu/projects/sheba) for tabulations and descriptions
of these surface temperature data and the other datasets
that we use in this study.
Our remote sites were instrumented with Flux-PAM
(portable automated mesonet) stations from the Na-
tional Center for Atmospheric Research instrument
pool (Militzer et al. 1995; Horst et al. 1997). Our first
four sites, which we deployed in October 1997, were
named Atlanta, Baltimore, Cleveland, and Florida. The
Cleveland station was damaged by a pressure ridge in
early February 1998, removed from service, and re-
deployed at a new site called Seattle in mid-April 1998.
Seattle, however, became an untenable site because of
ice motions, and this PAM station was again redeployed
to a site named Maui in mid-June 1998. That Maui site
lasted until late September 1998, as did the original
Atlanta, Baltimore, and Florida sites.
We have found the data from Seattle to be disturbed
by a pressure ridge just upwind of the station and, thus,
do not include data from that site in our analysis. We do
use data from the other five PAM sites, however.
Each Flux-PAM station measured at one height the
same quantities that we measured at the ASFG tower—
that is, wind speed and direction, temperature, relative
humidity, and the turbulent fluxes of momentum and
sensible heat. The Web site (http://www.eol.ucar.edu/rtf/
projects/SHEBA) contains instrument details, a history
of each of the PAM sites deployed during SHEBA, and
information on data processing.
Briefly, the PAM stations provided hourly averaged
data, as did the main tower site. Each PAM station used
a sonic anemometer/thermometer mounted at a height
between 2.5 and 3.5 m, depending on instrument type, to
measure the turbulent fluxes of momentum and sensible
heat by eddy-covariance techniques [i.e., t and Hs in
(2.1)]. We used sonics from both Gill (Solent R2) and
Applied Technologies, Inc. (K-type), for the turbulence
measurements at these sites.
Sonic anemometer/thermometers do not measure the
turbulent air temperature u exactly. Rather, the meas-
ured turbulent ‘‘sonic’’ temperature us is a combination
of u and q, the turbulent fluctuation in specific humidity




5 u(1 1 0.51 q). (3.2)




5 u(11 0.61 q). (3.3)
Consequently, the covariance between us and the verti-
cal velocity (w) is
wu
s
5wu(11 0.51 Q)1 0.51Qwq. (3.4)
This covariance is almost identical to the flux of virtual
temperature required in the Obukhov length, (2.3), and
it can be used there directly with negligible error (e.g.,
Kaimal and Finnigan 1994, p. 224). Furthermore, be-
cause of the low humidity and small Bowen ratio over
winter sea ice, wu and wus are typically within 5% of
each other and are essentially interchangeable in our
dataset (cf. Andreas et al. 2005; Grachev et al. 2005).
The Flux-PAM sites used Vaisala HMD50Y sensors
in mechanically aspirated radiation shields to measure
mean temperature and relative humidity (Andreas et al.
2002). Each PAM station also measured barometric
pressure with a Vaisala PTB 220B digital barometer.
Because our main ASFG site had no measurement of
barometric pressure, we also used the pressure data
from the Florida PAM site at the tower site because only
about 400 m separated the two sites.
Each PAM station included sets of up-looking and
down-looking radiometers to measure shortwave (Kipp
and Zonen model CM21) and longwave (Eppley model
PIR) radiation. We obtained surface temperature at the
PAM sites exclusively from these longwave radiometers
through (3.1).
We saw early in our SHEBA deployment that sensor
riming was a problem at the PAM sites. Rime ice oc-
casionally coated the domes of the radiometers (espe-
cially the up-looking ones) and thereby ruined the
radiation measurements and our estimates of surface
temperature. Rime also collected on the sonics; when it
coated the transducers, we lost wind information. In
early March 1998, we installed effective heaters and
blowers on all four radiometers at each site. This heating
minimized the effects of dome icing for the rest of the
experiment.
To mitigate riming on the PAM sonics, in mid-January
1998 we fixed heating tape around each transducer and
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at several locations along the support arms. The computer-
controlled data acquisition system that monitored the
PAM stations turned this heating on, however, only
when it noticed that data returns from a sonic were de-
teriorating; this heating remained on only until the data
returns again reached 100%. We flagged these heating
periods and did not use any flux data that were collected
when the heaters were on.
The sonics and radiometers at our main site did not
suffer as much from riming as the PAM instruments.
First, someone was always attending the instruments at
our main site and cleaning them as necessary. Second,
the radiometers at our main site had effective blowers
and heaters from the beginning of the experiment.
Third, our 20-m tower was fitted exclusively with ATI
sonics, which seemed to resist riming much better than
the Gill sonics that were originally mounted on each
PAM station. We later replaced the Gill sonics with ATI
sonics at the three most remote PAM sites.
From the turbulent fluxes and mean meteorological
quantities measured at multiple levels on our main
tower and at the Flux-PAM sites, we could compute the
turbulent transfer coefficients CDr, CHr, and CEr from














5 r exp [k C1/2Dr C1Er 1ch(r/L)]
 
. (3.5c)
Here, the roughness lengths are in meters if r is in me-
ters. Moreover, solving these involves no iteration be-
cause our data also provided L.
4. Uncertainty analysis and quality controls
Turbulence data generally have a lot of random scatter.
Roughness lengths evaluated from these data, in turn,
are commonly quite scattered because they derive from
(3.5) and (2.1), and thus rely on several mean and tur-
bulence variables. The only way to overcome this scatter is
to collect a lot of high-quality data.
Table 1 summarizes typical uncertainties in the quan-
tities that we measured at the ASFG tower and PAM
sites during SHEBA and in the variables that we calculate
from these data. We base these estimates on previous
similar summaries by Fairall et al. (1996) and Persson
et al. (2002), on data analyses by Andreas et al. (2002),
and on similar uncertainty analyses by Andreas et al.
(2005, 2006). The essential messages of Table 1 are that
evaluations of z0 are uncertain by a factor of 3 and eval-
uations of zT and zQ are uncertain by a factor of 200.
In light of these uncertainties, we screened the data
that we used in our analyses to ensure a reasonable
signal-to-noise ratio. If any hour of data from a PAM
station or from any level on the ASFG tower met the
following criteria, we excluded the data as inadequate:




















 # 1.03 105 kg kg1. (4.1e)
Only data that fail (4.1a) or (4.1b) prevent our com-
puting z0. Remember, we need Hs—actually r cp wus—to
TABLE 1. Typical uncertainties in our SHEBA measurements and in the variables that we calculate from these measurements.
Variable Uncertainty
Measured variables
Measurement height, r 60.3 m
Wind speed, Ur 60.03 m s
21
Air temperature, Qr 60.28C
Relative humidity, RH 63%
Specific humidity, Qr 65%
Surface temperature, Qs 60.58C
Surface specific humidity, Qs 65%
Friction velocity, u* 610%
Sensible heat flux, Hs 620%
Latent heat flux, HL 620%
Calculated variables
Roughness length for wind speed, z0
1/3 2 3 times computed z0
Roughness length for temperature, zT 1/200 2 200 times computed zT
Roughness length for humidity, zQ 1/200 2 200 times computed zQ
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compute the Obukhov length. Data that fail (4.1a),
(4.1b), or (4.1d) prevent our computing zT. A failure to
pass any of (4.1a), (4.1b), (4.1c), or (4.1e) prevent our
computing zQ. These data requirements explain the
number of available z0, zT, and zQ values that we sum-
marize in Table 2.
As additional screening, if any calculated roughness
lengths met the following criteria, we assumed the result












# 73 108 m. (4.2b)
We instituted (4.2a) because roughness lengths simply
cannot be this large over snow-covered, compact sea
ice (e.g., Banke et al. 1980; Overland 1985; Guest and
Davidson 1991; Andreas 1995). The second limit, (4.2b),
is the approximate mean free path of air molecules at sea
level. We presume that the surface exchange of heat and
moisture cannot occur at scales smaller than this (cf.
Andreas and Emanuel 2001; Andreas et al. 2008).
In effect, the screening criteria (4.1) and (4.2) ex-
cluded from our analysis situations in which Monin–
Obukhov similarity theory breaks down. In very stable
boundary layers, a host of phenomena occur that violate
similarity theory; for example, the boundary layer may
be so thin that a constant-flux layer does not exist, the
turbulence may be only intermittent, gravity waves can
confound the turbulence series, or a low-level jet rather
than the surface may be the source of the turbulence
(e.g., Mahrt 1998, 1999; Grachev et al. 2005). Tests (4.1)
and (4.2) tended to keep us out of these regimes.
Because the five ASFG tower levels each had a sonic
anemometer/thermometer and a temperature and hu-
midity sensor, any hour of data could yield from none to
five independent estimates of z0 and zT from this site.
We did use the sameQs for all estimates, though. We do
not report all of these values. Rather, we took the me-
dian value for all results that passed our screening for
that hour. The median is the ‘‘most common robust and
resistant measure of central tendency’’ (Wilks 2006, p.
26). For example, later we will show plots of measured z0
versus a bulk estimate of u*. For the tower data, the
plotted z0 value will be the median from all tower levels
reporting z0 for that hour. We also ran our bulk flux
algorithm for all tower levels with sufficient data for it;
the bulk u* is, again, the median from all tower levels
that produced a bulk u*. Hence, some of our hourly
tower estimates are based on data from only one level,
but some are based on data from all five levels.
Because of this ‘‘averaging,’’ we tend to have more
confidence in the results from the ASFG tower than
from the Flux-PAM stations, which did not have the
luxury of redundant measurements. Taking the median
value of the tower data also tends to mitigate the effects
of fictitious correlation because, for example, the tower
levels that yielded median measured values of zT and z0
did not always yield the median bulk estimates of u* and
z0 that we used in comparing measured z0 against bulk
u* and measured zT/z0 against bulk R*5 u*z0/n in plots
to follow.
5. Roughness length for wind, z0
Large and Pond (1982) reported that, over the open
ocean, zT depends on the atmospheric stratification. In
the next section, we will test whether our zT and zQ data
depend on stratification. As a prelude to those tests, we
look here at the related question of whether z0 depends
on atmospheric stratification.
Figure 1 therefore shows the hourly z0 data collected
at all six SHEBA winter sites and sorted according to
stratification—determined from the measured Obukhov
length. The horizontal axis is the u* value computed
with our bulk flux algorithm for the hour plotted.
In preliminary analyses (Andreas et al. 2003, 2004b),
we had plotted measured z0 against measured u*. If u* is
measured to be erroneously large, then propagating this
error through (3.5a) convinced us that z0 would be eval-
uated to be erroneously large. Likewise, if u* is measured
to be erroneously small, then z0 will be evaluated to be
erroneously small. As a result, plots of z0 versus mea-
sured u* tend to have a positive slope because of shared
errors. We call this fictitious correlation because it does
not result from real physics. This fictitious correlation
probably explains why Andreas et al. (2003, 2004b) and
Brunke et al. (2006) found z0 to generally increase with
u* in earlier analyses of the SHEBA dataset.
TABLE 2. Hours of wintertime data from various SHEBA sites
and from Ice Station Weddell that were used in analyses and figures
presented in this paper. In the zT/z0 and zQ/z0 columns, the paired
numbers are hours of data collected in unstable and stable strati-
fication.
z0 zT/z0 zQ/z0 u* Hs HL
Figures 1, 2 3, 4, 5 6 7, 8 7, 9 10
(h) (h) (Un/St) (h) (Un/St) (h) (h) (h)
Site
ASFG tower 3127 1299 170/1129 227 201/26
Atlanta 2263 401 100/301 2340 2553
Baltimore 1470 262 116/146
Cleveland 271 15 2/13
Florida 2028 431 85/346
Maui 57 10 10/0
ISW 1054 1048 972
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By plotting measured z0 versus an estimate of u* from
a bulk flux algorithm in Fig. 1, we eliminate the shared
errors and anticipate minimal effects from fictitious cor-
relation. Moreover, the objective of a bulk flux algorithm
is to estimate an accurate roughness length from a bulk
flux estimate of u*—that relationship is what Fig. 1 shows.
The black circles in Fig. 1 are geometric means of the
hourly z0 values in u* bins that are mostly 2 cm s
21 wide.
Measured roughness lengths have distributions that are
approximately lognormal (cf. Vickers and Mahrt 2006).
The geometric mean, which is the exponential of the
average of the ln(z0) values within a bin, is a better in-
dicator of the central tendency of this distribution than is
the arithmetic mean, which preferentially weights the
largest z0 values. The error bars in Fig. 1 are likewise
computed as two standard deviations in the means of
these ln(z0) values.






1 2.303 104 tanh3(13 u*,B). (5.1)
Here, n is again the kinematic viscosity of air [see Andreas
(2005) for functions to compute this and other constants
that we use here] and u*,B is the friction velocity from
our bulk flux algorithm. In (5.1), z0 is in meters when the
other variables have mks units.
The two panels in Fig. 1 display some obvious differ-
ences but also many similarities. To evaluate whether
the z0 values depicted in the two panels differ and thus
imply a stratification dependence, we make statistical
tests bin by bin. Table 3 lists the geometric mean z0
values from Fig. 1 for the stable and unstable bins that
the two panels in the figure have in common.
We test the difference between these bin averages































are the bin averages of the ln(z0) values
collected in stable and unstable stratification, respec-
tively; ss and su are the corresponding standard devi-
ations; and Ns and Nu are the numbers of samples in the
stable and unstable bins. The t statistic has Ns 1 Nu 2 2
degrees of freedom (DOF).
The t values in Table 3 are almost evenly spread be-
tween positive and negative—that is, for some bins, the
mean z0 in the stable bin is larger than the mean z0 in the
unstable bin; however, in other bins, the opposite is true.
When jtj is greater than 1.64, we can say with 95% sta-
tistical confidence that the stable and unstable bins have
different means. When jtj is smaller, statistical differ-
ences are less certain. Of the 22 bins in Table 3, 12 meet
the criterion of jtj . 1.64. But for 7 of these 12 bins, t is
positive (stable mean larger than unstable mean);
whereas for 5 bins, t is negative (unstable mean larger
than stable mean). Consequently, these tests yield no
compelling evidence that z0 depends on stratification. In
our subsequent analysis and in our bulk flux algorithm,
we presume that z0 does not depend on stratification.
For Fig. 2, we therefore bin-averaged the z0 data col-
lected in both stable and unstable stratification at the five
SHEBA sites with the longest records. As in Fig. 1, the
bin-averaged z0 values here are geometric means. Table 2
summarizes the amount of data that went into Fig. 2.
We fitted (5.1) by eye to the data in Fig. 2. The first
term on the right of (5.1) represents aerodynamically
FIG. 1. Winter values of z0 measured hourly (gray points) during
stable and unstable stratification at the following SHEBA sites: the
ASFG tower and the Flux-PAM sites named Atlanta, Baltimore,
Cleveland, Florida, and Maui (see Table 2). The horizontal axis is
the corresponding bulk estimates of u*. Black circles are bin av-
erages (computed as geometric means) of the hourly data in u*,B
bins typically 2 cm s21 wide; the error bars are62 std dev in the bin
means. The black curve is (5.1).
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smooth scaling. Here, z0 decreases with increasing u*,B.
The data in Fig. 1 collected in stable stratification and
three of the five sites depicted in Fig. 2 follow aero-
dynamically smooth scaling for u*,B between 0 and
0.15 m s21. The scanty data from Cleveland (i.e., large
error bars) and the Florida data do not show the mini-
mum in z0 associated with aerodynamically smooth
scaling, however. The Cleveland site was chosen be-
cause it was in very rough ice; Florida was also visually
rougher than our other sites. Perhaps, these two sites
rarely experienced aerodynamically smooth flow.
Beyond about u*,B 5 0.04 m s
21, z0 increases with
u*,B; however, that increase is effectively over when u*,B
reaches approximately 0.15 m s21, and z0 becomes con-
stant at about 2.3 3 1024 m. All five sites represented in
Fig. 2 support the conclusion that z0 is independent of
u*,B for u*,B between 0.15 and 0.65 m s
21, the upper limit
of our data. Our preliminary analyses had shown z0 to
continue increasing when we plotted it against the meas-
ured value of u*. We henceforth adopt (5.1) as the z0
parameterization in our bulk flux algorithm.
Although some theoretical arguments predict that z0
should increase with u* when snow begins drifting (e.g.,
Owen 1964), other theories imply that z0 should reach
a plateau and even decrease with increasing u* because
more and more particles are suspended in a turbulent
flow. This latter argument speculates that the suspended
particles increase the density of the near-surface fluid
enough to decouple the surface from higher-level winds,
thereby reducing the vertical momentum exchange.
Wamser and Lykossov (1995) applied these ideas to
TABLE 3. Comparison of average z0 values in u*,B bins that the stable and unstable cases in Fig. 1 have in common. The columns
Ns and Nu give the numbers of hourly samples in the bins for stable and unstable stratification, respectively. Student’s t statistic is
computed according to (5.2) and is based on averages and standard deviations of ln(z0); DOF gives the degrees of freedom in the t statistic,
Ns 1 Nu 2 2.
Stable stratification Unstable stratification






(m) DOF Student’s t
[0.00, 0.04) 75 2.413 53 2.903 126 20.31
[0.04, 0.06) 174 0.769 103 3.820 275 24.44
[0.06, 0.08) 324 0.743 123 3.383 445 25.14
[0.08, 0.10) 394 1.687 154 3.350 546 22.88
[0.10, 0.12) 443 2.135 196 2.605 637 21.04
[0.12, 0.14) 420 2.606 234 2.626 652 20.04
[0.14, 0.16) 408 2.689 295 2.011 701 1.79
[0.16, 0.18) 335 2.640 344 1.746 677 2.71
[0.18, 0.20) 346 2.227 288 2.462 632 20.63
[0.20, 0.22) 282 2.555 273 1.900 553 1.74
[0.22, 0.24) 236 2.497 278 2.205 512 0.72
[0.24, 0.26) 200 2.450 235 1.614 433 2.16
[0.26, 0.28) 201 3.002 231 1.487 430 3.95
[0.28, 0.30) 190 2.533 175 1.850 363 1.69
[0.30, 0.32) 163 2.022 160 2.032 321 20.02
[0.32, 0.34) 117 2.504 133 2.244 248 0.52
[0.34, 0.36) 117 2.245 112 2.393 227 20.30
[0.36, 0.38) 109 1.905 84 2.498 191 21.15
[0.38, 0.40) 79 1.705 81 2.207 158 20.96
[0.40, 0.45) 123 2.622 151 1.795 272 1.83
[0.45, 0.50) 107 2.251 87 3.228 192 22.18
[0.50, 0.55) 46 2.382 51 4.060 95 22.24
FIG. 2. Bin-averaged z0 data from the ASFG tower and from four
Flux-PAM sites are plotted against an estimate of u* from our bulk
flux algorithm. The u*,B bins are typically 2 cm s
21 wide; the error
bars are 62 std dev in the bin means. The curve is (5.1). Table 2
summarizes how many hours of data went into this plot.
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drifting snow, and Makin (2005) and Barenblatt et al.
(2005) considered these stabilizing effects as a means by
which sea spray could cause the drag coefficient over the
ocean to level off in high winds.
By obviating the misleading effects of fictitious cor-
relation with our analysis, we argue against the expla-
nation that drifting snow explains the increase in z0 with
u* that is commonly reported (e.g., Chamberlain 1983;
Pomeroy and Gray 1990; Pomeroy et al. 1993; Bintanja
and Van den Broeke 1995). But we cannot say from our
data whether the combined stabilizing effects of air-
borne snow and the mechanical increase in z0 associated
with saltating snow explain why z0 is apparently constant
in the drifting snow regime in our dataset.
6. Scalar roughness lengths for zT and zQ
Our candidate expression for the roughness lengths
zT and zQ is Andreas’s (1987) model. This expresses the
ratio zs/z0, where zs is either scalar roughness (zT or zQ)












Andreas (1987, 2002) tabulates the polynomial co-
efficients b0, b1, and b2. Many sources corroborate that
the scalar roughness should depend on the roughness
Reynolds number (e.g., Garratt and Hicks 1973; Liu
et al. 1979; Brutsaert 1982, 89–97) because R* quantifies
how far the physical roughness elements protrude above
the molecular sublayer (Andreas 1998).
Andreas (2002) tested (6.1) with data from the liter-
ature. None of these data were collected over sea ice but,
rather, came from snow-covered ground or glaciers.
Denby and Snellen (2002) likewise tested the zT pre-
diction from (6.1) over an Icelandic glacier and found good
agreement. Reijmer et al. (2004) tested (6.1) in a regional
climate model to predict the heat fluxes over the Antarctic
continent and concluded it was a ‘‘good option.’’
Evidently, only Andreas et al. (2005) and Brunke et al.
(2006), however, have tested (6.1) with flux data col-
lected over sea ice. Andreas et al. used the data from Ice
Station Weddell (ISW), and Brunke et al. used these
same SHEBA data. Both teams found that (6.1) fit their
data reasonably well. Here, we redo some of the analy-
ses in Brunke et al. for several reasons: They did not
study the behavior of zQ; we introduce new techniques
to mitigate the effects of fictitious correlation; and we
consider possible stratification effects on zT and zQ.
Andreas (2002) demonstrated that, when all quanti-
ties are measured, plots of zT/z0 and zQ/z0 versus R*,
necessary to test (6.1), suffer from fictitious correlation
such that the plotted data naturally tend to follow the
slope that (6.1) predicts. If we use a bulk flux algorithm
to compute R*, however, the same measured u* and z0
do not appear in both dependent and independent var-
iables, and the fictitious correlation is mitigated. Andreas
et al. (2006) first suggested using a bulk estimate of R*,
denoted R*,B 5 u*,Bz0,B/n, where u*,B and z0,B come
from our bulk flux algorithm, to parameterize another
set of turbulence measurements. Here, we exclusively
use R*,B to study the behaviors of zT/z0 and zQ/z0. In
fact, this is the proper way to develop a bulk flux algo-
rithm because, in practice, modelers would have only
the bulk estimate of R* but need to predict accurate
values of zT/z0 and zQ/z0.
Large and Pond (1982; also Large et al. 1994) sug-
gested that zT over the open ocean depends on the at-
mospheric stratification; they found zT to be four orders
of magnitude larger in unstable stratification than in
stable stratification. To our knowledge, no other studies
of oceanic zT have corroborated this result (e.g., Fairall
et al. 1996, 2003; Zeng et al. 1998; Brunke et al. 2003).
Moreover, we know of no studies that have even con-
sidered the possible stratification dependence of z0, zT,
and zQ over snow or sea ice. We have enough data from
SHEBA to consider this question.
Figures 3 and 4 introduce our analysis of stratification
effects on zT. Figure 3 shows all the hourly zT/z0 data
from the ASFG tower, separated into stable and un-
stable cases. Figure 4 is a similar plot of data collected at
Florida. We present these two plots to assess whether
the one-level data from the Flux-PAM stations are sig-
nificantly different from the median of the multilevel
FIG. 3. Measured hourly values of zT/z0 from the ASFG tower are
plotted against estimates of the roughness Reynolds number R*,B
from our bulk flux algorithm. The data are divided into measure-
ments in stable and unstable stratification based on the sign of the
Obukhov length. The curve is Andreas’s (1987) model, (6.1).
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data from the ASFG tower. In these plots, zT and z0
were measured, while the independent variable is R*,B,
an estimate of the roughness Reynolds number from our
bulk flux algorithm. In both plots, the data collected in
stable stratification tend to straddle the curve repre-
senting Andreas’s (1987) model, (6.1). Both plots,
however, suggest that zT/z0 values from unstable strati-
fication tend to be above that curve.
As Table 2 shows, we collected far fewer zT data
during unstable stratification than during stable strati-
fication. Because of the uncertainties associated with
measuring zT and z0, as tabulated in Table 1, we need to
bring as much data as possible to bear on this question
before reaching a conclusion. Figure 5 is therefore like
Fig. 1: It shows all our winter zT/z0 data in separate plots
for stable and unstable stratification. The figure also
shows bin averages and error bars. The bin averages and
error bars are, again, based on the geometric mean.
The bin averages in the stable panel in Fig. 5 agree
very well with Andreas’s (1987) theoretical model, (6.1),
except for small R*,B, where the two deviant bins con-
tain few data points. Some of the points in the unstable
panel also agree with Andreas’s model, but other points
are significantly above it. In Table 4, we use Student’s t
statistic to test for statistical differences between the
bin-averaged values of zT/z0 in stable and unstable
stratification in Fig. 5, as we did with z0 in Table 3. As in
Table 3, the means and standard deviations used in (5.2)
are based on natural logarithms—of zT/z0 in this case.
All t values in Table 4 are negative: The bin-averaged
zT/z0 values tend to be smaller in stable stratification
than in unstable stratification. For the bins in Table 4
for which t , 22.6, we can reject the hypothesis that
the bin-averaged zT/z0 values in stable and unstable
stratification are the same with 99% statistical confi-
dence. For the t value of 22.10, we can reject this null
hypothesis with 97.5% confidence. But for the three bins
with smaller jtj, the difference between stable and un-
stable stratification is less statistically clear.
Figure 6 shows the winter zQ data from SHEBA. As in
Figs. 3 and 4, we distinguish data collected in stable and
unstable stratification. Contrary to these figures, though,
most of the zQ data came from unstable stratification. As
Fig. 6 and Table 2 show, few latent heat flux values that
were measured in stable stratification survived our
screening. When the sensible heat flux is downward (i.e.,
in stable stratification), the absolute value of the latent
heat flux is often so small that screening condition (4.1c)
or (4.1e) told us to ignore that data.
FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, except these data come from the Flux-PAM site
named Florida.
FIG. 5. Hourly measurements of zT/z0 from the ASFG tower and
from all five Flux-PAM sites (gray circles; see Table 2) are plotted
against estimates of R*,B. The data are segregated into panels
representing unstable and stable stratification. The black circles are
bin averages, and the error bars represent 62 std dev in the bin
means. The curve is Andreas’s (1987) model, (6.1). The unstable
panel contains 483 h of data; the stable panel, 1935 h.
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The stable and unstable cases in Fig. 6 are fairly evenly
distributed on either side of Andreas’s (1987) model.
Hence, we discount the idea that stratification influences
zQ and average both stratification classes together to get
the bin-averaged data in the figure. These bin averages
agree adequately with Andreas’s model.
Because Fig. 6 suggests that stratification does not
significantly affect zQ and because of the inconclusive
results concerning stratification effects on zT, we retain
(6.1) for predicting both zT/z0 and zQ/z0 in our bulk flux
algorithm. But because of the possible stratification ef-
fects hinted by Fig. 5 and Table 4, we encourage others
who measure z0, zT, and zQ to analyze these for strati-
fication effects. We can conclude, nevertheless, that our
data do not support Large and Pond’s (1982) result that
zT is four orders of magnitude larger in unstable strati-
fication than in stable stratification.
Although Andreas (1987) shows predictions for zT/z0
and zQ/z0 for R* values up to 1000, Figs. 3–6 actually
span the normal R*,B range that exists over snow-
covered sea ice. The maximum hourly averaged wind
speed that we measured at the 3-m level during winter
on the ASFG tower was about 15 m s21 (Andreas et al.
2002). Wind speeds at higher levels would have been
higher, but we can presume that near-surface winds over
Arctic sea ice during winter will almost always be less
than 20 m s21. We therefore estimate that u*,B will rarely
be greater than 0.85 m s21 and that R*,B will rarely be
as large as 20.
7. Testing the algorithm
Equations (2.1)–(2.6), (5.1), and (6.1) are the main
equations in our bulk flux algorithm. Andreas (2005)
gives the additional equations that we use to compute
other dynamic and thermodynamic variables in the al-
gorithm, such as kinematic viscosity, specific humidity,
and latent heat of sublimation.
To test the effectiveness of this algorithm, we compare
it against the Community Ice Code (CICE; Hunke and
Lipscomb 2008). The CICE module is an integral part of
the Community Climate System Model (Briegleb et al.
2004) and, as such, is a crucial tool for climate studies
(e.g., Kiehl and Gent 2004; Collins et al. 2006).
Although CICE is much more than a bulk turbulent
flux algorithm, surface flux calculations are essential in
it; it parameterizes these fluxes using the same formal-
ism that our algorithm does. CICE differs in detail
from our algorithm, however. It assumes z05 zT5 zQ5
5.0 3 1024 m. Although it uses the Paulson (1970)
functions for cm and ch in unstable stratification, as does
our algorithm, it uses the functions from Holtslag and
De Bruin (1988) in stable stratification. Remember, the
TABLE 4. Comparison of average zT/z0 values in bins of R*,B that the stable and unstable cases in Fig. 5 have in common. The columns Ns
and Nu list the numbers of samples in the bins for stable and unstable stratification, respectively. Student’s t statistic is computed according
to (5.2) and is based on averages and standard deviations of ln(zT/z0); DOF gives the degrees of freedom in the t statistic, Ns 1 Nu 2 2.
Stable stratification Unstable stratification
R*,B bin Ns zT /z0 Nu zT /z0 DOF Student’s t
[0.178, 0.316) 8 0.00322 8 32.57 14 23.87
[0.316, 0.562) 12 0.186 10 2.989 20 22.10
[0.562, 1) 62 0.927 18 1.292 78 20.33
[1, 1.78) 214 2.029 51 4.960 263 21.49
[1.78, 3.16) 464 0.647 141 11.14 603 28.19
[3.16, 5.62) 661 0.297 173 12.12 832 212.25
[5.62, 10) 449 0.140 67 1.701 514 25.19
[10, 17.8) 58 0.585 15 1.453 71 20.78
FIG. 6. The hourly zQ/z0 measurements from the 8-m level on the
ASFG tower (triangles) are plotted against R*,B. The measure-
ments are separated into cases collected in stable and in unstable
stratification based on the sign of the measured Obukhov length.
The black circles are bin averages over R*,B bins, where the average
is the geometric mean of zQ/z0. The error bars are62 std dev in the
bin means, and the curve is Andreas’s (1987) model for zQ/z0, (6.1).
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SHEBA algorithm uses the new functions from Grachev
et al. (2007a). Finally, CICE does not have a gustiness
parameterization, like our (2.4), in unstable stratifica-
tion but does parameterize windless transfer in stable
stratification—for sensible heat only—following Jordan
et al. (1999) [compare our (2.6)]. In effect, for stable
stratification, CICE adds to all computed sensible heat
fluxes 1 W m22 K21 (Qs 2 Qr). Consequently, all neg-
ative fluxes become more negative.
Figure 7 compares u* and Hs values measured at the
Flux-PAM site called Atlanta with values modeled with
both our new SHEBA algorithm and the surface flux
algorithm in CICE. We chose Atlanta for this compari-
son because it has a long record but, unlike the ASFG
tower, had only one measurement height and, therefore,
provides a data source similar to what a model would be
replicating. In our plots of Hs and HL, a positive flux is
upward—from surface to air [Eqs. (2.1b) and (2.1c)].
To evaluate the performance of the two flux algo-
rithms, we computed two metrics, following Willmott
(1982). Let Mi be a measured flux (i.e., u*, Hs, or HL)
and let Bi be the corresponding estimate from the
SHEBA or CICE bulk flux algorithm. The mean bias












where N is the number of observations (see Table 2). The
root-mean-square error (RMSE) in the modeled values is
FIG. 7. Scatterplots of u* and Hs measured at the Flux-PAM site called Atlanta and modeled with both our SHEBA
bulk flux algorithm and the comparable algorithm in CICE. In each panel, the solid line is 1:1. The dashed line is the
best fit through the data, taken as the bisector of y-vs-x and x-vs-y least squares fits (e.g., Andreas 2002). Table 5
summarizes the fitting metrics.


















Table 5 summarizes these metrics for the comparisons
shown in Fig. 7.
In Fig. 7, the fitting lines for the SHEBA algorithm are
visually closer to the 1:1 line than are the fits based on
the CICE algorithm. Table 5 corroborates these visual
results: both the bias errors and the root-mean-square
errors are smaller with the SHEBA algorithm than with
the CICE algorithm.
You may complain that Fig. 7 is not a meaningful
comparison because it is based on the same data that we
used to develop the SHEBA algorithm. For the u*
comparison, this is a valid concern. Table 2 shows that
we used 2263 Atlanta measurements to develop our z0
parameterization and 2340 u* measurements to test it in
Fig. 7. However, we used only 401 Atlanta zT/z0 values
to test our scalar roughness model in Fig. 5 but 2553
measurements of Hs from Atlanta to test our algorithm
in Fig. 7. Furthermore, we did no tuning of the zT/z0
algorithm based on any SHEBA data but, rather, used
the algorithm as originally published in Andreas (1987).
Nevertheless, to make independent tests of the
SHEBA and CICE algorithms, we repeat the compari-
sons in Fig. 7 using data from ISW. Ice Station Weddell
was a 4-month deployment over sea ice in the western
Weddell Sea in 1992 in winter conditions (e.g., Andreas
and Claffey 1995; Andreas et al. 2004a, 2005). The data-
set includes mean meteorological quantities and hourly
eddy-covariance measurements of u*, Hs, and HL with
an ATI sonic anemometer/thermometer and a Lyman-
alpha hygrometer (from Atmospheric Instrumentation
Research) at one height, 4.65 m. The ISW site was on
a large second-year ice floe that had a snow cover of
about 50 cm. In essence, ISW provided more than three
months of data in conditions like those representing
Atlanta in Fig. 7.
Figures 8–10 show scatterplots of measured and
modeled u*, Hs, and HL values, respectively, based on
the ISW data. Again, the modeled values come from our
SHEBA bulk flux algorithm and from the CICE algo-
rithm. Table 5 lists the metrics for the comparisons.
The CICE algorithm does better in representing u*
for the ISW dataset than does the SHEBA algorithm.
TABLE 5. Evaluations of the performance of the SHEBA and
CICE algorithms depicted in Figs. 7–10. The mean bias error and
root-mean-square error are computed according to (7.1) and (7.2),
respectively, for the u* and Hs data from the SHEBA Flux-PAM
station named Atlanta and for u*, Hs, and HL from Ice Station
Weddell. Table 2 gives the number of observations used in each set
of calculations.
MBE RMSE
SHEBA CICE SHEBA CICE
Atlanta
u*(m s
21) 0.0009 0.0207 0.0525 0.0593
Hs(W m
22) 25.794 28.400 12.540 15.372
ISW
u*(m s
21) 20.0314 0.0018 0.0515 0.0446
Hs(W m
22) 210.753 220.190 17.045 25.945
HL(W m
22) 21.626 22.423 3.876 4.776
FIG. 8. Scatterplots of measured and modeled values of the
friction velocity, u*, based on data from ISW. Model calculations
used the SHEBA algorithm described here or the CICE algorithm
(Hunke and Lipscomb 2008). Lines are the same as in Fig. 7. Table
5 summarizes the fitting metrics.
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Andreas et al. (2005) explained that ISW seemed to be
an aerodynamically rougher site than SHEBA. The
larger, constant value of z0 5 5.03 10
24 m in the CICE
algorithm does better, on average, in representing this
surface than does our SHEBA algorithm, which predicts
a maximum z0 of 2.3 3 10
24 m.
Because of its constant z0, the CICE algorithm is
poorer than the SHEBA algorithm at predicting u* for
small u*. For small u*, the SHEBA algorithm allows z0
to follow aerodynamically smooth scaling. The small z0
values that result produce better agreement between
measured and modeled u* with the SHEBA algorithm
than with the CICE algorithm for u* , 0.1 m s
21.
Because the CICE algorithm assumes zT5 zQ 5 z05
5.0 3 1024 m, however, the SHEBA algorithm does
better than it in representing the sensible and latent heat
flux data in Figs. 9 and 10 (also see Table 5). Values of zT
and zQ simply tend to be smaller than 5.03 10
24 m over
sea ice (Andreas et al. 2004a,b). Because of these large
scalar roughness lengths in the CICE algorithm, both Hs
and HL tend to be larger in magnitude than they should
be in both stable and unstable stratification. In other
words, negative fluxes are more negative than they
should be and positive fluxes are more positive. The
fitting line is thus rotated counterclockwise from the 1:1
line, as we see in the CICE panels in Figs. 9 and 10.
FIG. 9. As in Fig. 8, except this compares the sensible heat flux Hs. FIG. 10. As in Fig. 8, except this compares the latent heat flux HL.
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The metrics for the ISW heat flux comparisons in
Table 5 confirm the better results with the SHEBA al-
gorithm. For sensible heat flux, the CICE algorithm has
a bias error that is 10 W m22 more negative than with
the SHEBA algorithm and a root-mean-square error
that is 50% larger. Similarly, for the latent heat flux, the
bias error for the CICE algorithm is 50% larger than for
the SHEBA algorithm, and the root-mean-square error
is 20% larger.
Figures 7, 9, and 10 emphasize how small the sensible
and latent heat fluxes are over winter sea ice and, thus,
how difficult they are to both measure and model. The
sensible heat flux is generally measured to be between
220 and120 W m22, and the latent heat flux is typically
between 25 and 15 W m22.
The scatter in Figs. 7–10 is probably typical of the
uncertainty in surface fluxes when only one set of sen-
sors is available for modeling or measuring these fluxes.
Therefore, the values in these panels might be examples
of comparisons that would result from large-scale model
predictions of fluxes that are based on only the surface
temperature and the wind speed, air temperature, and
humidity from the lowest model level. And we cannot
tell whether the scatter results from random measure-
ment errors in the fluxes or uncertainties in the variables
used in the bulk flux algorithm. Most likely, uncer-
tainties in both measured and modeled quantities con-
tribute approximately equally to the scatter.
Under this assumption that half of the scatter results
from the measurements and half from the model, we can
use the root-mean-square errors in Table 5 to estimate
the typical accuracy in flux estimates derived from our
flux algorithm. For u*, the entries in that table imply an
accuracy of 0.02–0.03 m s21; for Hs, 6–8 W m
22; and for
HL, 2 W m
22.
The u* comparisons in Figs. 7 and 8 have further im-
plications for creating a bulk flux algorithm for sea ice.
The CICE algorithm, which uses a constant and rela-
tively large value for z0, overestimates u* for the Arctic
data (Fig. 7) but does well for the Antarctic data (Fig. 8).
The SHEBA algorithm, for which z0 is relatively
smaller, does very well in representing the Arctic u*
data, but it underestimates u* for the Antarctic data. It
may ultimately be necessary to introduce a parameteri-
zation for z0 that is site specific or depends on the to-
pography of the sea ice and the characteristics of the
snow cover.
Besides developing (5.1) and confirming (6.1), we
calculated average values for z0, zT, and zQ based
on all the winter SHEBA data. These values—z0 5
2.13 1024 m, zT5 2.03 10
24 m, and zQ5 33 10
24 m—
can be substituted for (5.1) and (6.1) in our algorithm
and therefore would constitute an alternative flux al-
gorithm that requires fewer computations than our full
algorithm.
Although this algorithm might be appropriate for
some applications, we do not advocate it in general.
First, these average values for the roughness lengths
may be appropriate only for the SHEBA dataset.
Meanwhile, our full formulations for z0, zT, and zQ are
grounded in theory and, therefore, can be extrapolated
to conditions not present in the SHEBA dataset. Sec-
ond, because a constant z0 of 2.1 3 10
24 is too large
when u*,B is small but is too small when u*,B is large (see
Fig. 2), it leads to u*,B estimates that are biased high
compared with data when u*,B is small and to estimates
that are biased low when u*,B is large.
Lastly, for selected SHEBA sites, we calculated the
mean bias errors and the root-mean-square errors for
u*, Hs, and HL measurements and corresponding values
computed with this version of the algorithm that uses
constant roughness lengths (i.e., as in Table 5). We do
not tabulate these error metrics but simply report that
they generally indicate slightly poorer agreement be-
tween the data and this version of the algorithm than for
our full algorithm.
8. Conclusions
Using data from the year-long experiment that stud-
ied the Surface Heat Budget of the Arctic Ocean, we
have developed and tested parameterizations for the
turbulent fluxes of momentum and sensible and latent
heat for winter conditions over sea ice. Ours is an
aerodynamic definition of winter as the period during
which the sea ice is compact and snow covered, and the
snow is dry enough to drift and blow in response to the
wind.
The bulk flux algorithm that we developed from the
SHEBA turbulence data consists of the usual flux
equations, (2.1) and (2.2); an equation for the Obukhov
length, (2.3); and expressions for the effective wind
speed Sr, (2.4)–(2.6). We also include the new correc-
tions for stable stratification, cm and ch, that Grachev
et al. (2007a) deduced from the SHEBA data. The other
major components of our algorithm are a new parame-
terization for z0, (5.1), and Andreas’s (1987) model for
zs/z0, (6.1), where zs is the scalar roughness, either zT or
zQ. All these equations are coupled and must be solved
iteratively for the three fluxes; the solution typically
converges within 3–5 iterations.
Fictitious correlation is a common but often un-
recognized problem in attempts to validate parameter-
izations for z0 as a function of u* and zs/z0 as a function
of the roughness Reynolds number R* 5 u*z0/n. As
a way to mitigate the fictitious correlation, Andreas et al.
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(2006) suggested using an R* value based on results from
a bulk flux algorithm rather than on forming R* from
measurements of u* and z0. We implement that practice
here in our plots of zT/z0 and zQ/z0 versus R*.
We also realized that plots of measured ln(z0) versus
measured u* almost always produce a positive slope
because of the fictitious correlation. That is, z0 appears
to increase with u*—long believed to be a signature for
the influence of drifting snow. Hence, here we plot
measured ln(z0) versus an estimate of u* from our bulk
flux algorithm to mitigate this fictitious correlation.
Such plots, based on more than 9000 h of data from six
SHEBA sites, show no z0 dependence on the bulk u* in
the presumed blowing and drifting snow regime—u*
values of 0.30 m s21 and above (Andreas et al. 2004b).
This analysis thus yielded our new parameterization for
z0 in terms of u*,B, (5.1). In this relation, z0 does still
depend on u*,B but only for u*,B below 0.15 m s
21,
where three of five sites suggest that z0 obeys aero-
dynamically smooth scaling.
We investigated the possibility that z0, zT/z0, and
zQ/z0 depend on atmospheric stratification. Although
we see no theoretical reason why such stratification
dependence should exist (i.e., Andreas 1987), one data-
set collected by Large and Pond (1982) over the open
ocean suggests that zT depends strongly on atmospheric
stratification. To our knowledge, no one has considered
this question for data collected over snow or ice. Neither
the z0 nor zQ/z0 data, however, provide any compelling
evidence that these quantities depend on atmospheric
stratification. The results for zT/z0 are not as conclusive;
therefore, this ratio requires more research. On average,
both zT/z0 and zQ/z0 corroborate Andreas’s (1987) theo-
retical model, (6.1), which includes no stratification
effects. We therefore retain this model as our parame-
terization for zs/z0 in our bulk flux algorithm (cf. Jordan
et al. 1999; Andreas et al. 2004a, 2005).
To evaluate the benefits of our new algorithm, we
compared its predictions of the turbulent surface fluxes
with predictions from the surface flux algorithm in the
Community Ice Code (CICE). CICE is a module in the
Community Climate System Model and therefore plays
a crucial role in climate studies, including those done
for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) climate assessments. For these tests, we sup-
plemented our SHEBA data with the comparable dataset
from Ice Station Weddell.
On visually inspecting scatterplots (i.e., Figs. 7–10)
and calculating mean bias errors and root-mean-square
errors (Table 5), we find that the new SHEBA algorithm
is better than the CICE algorithm for representing both
the Arctic and Antarctic turbulent fluxes—with the ex-
ception of u* for the ISW dataset. The CICE algorithm
assumes a constant value for z0 of 5.03 10
24 m, whereas
the maximum z0 value predicted by the SHEBA algo-
rithm is about 2.33 1024 m. Because the surface at ISW
was aerodynamically rougher than at SHEBA (Andreas
et al. 2005), the CICE algorithm does better than the
SHEBA algorithm in representing the ISW u* meas-
urements. In all other comparisons of measured and
modeled u*, Hs, and HL values, our new SHEBA algo-
rithm performed better.
Those comparisons of u* predictions suggest that the
ultimate parameterization for z0 may need to be site
specific. For instance, Banke et al. (1980) presented
a rudimentary parameterization for z0 that depends on
the measured physical roughness of the sea ice. Un-
fortunately, such measurements of physical roughness
are still not routine and likely would not be available in
a modeling environment. We are thus still looking for an
effective way to include local sea ice topography in a z0
parameterization.
In closing, we have FORTRAN code for the bulk flux
algorithm that we have described here and are willing to
share it.
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